Year 6 English Week 2

Reading

Day 1
Activity

Day 2
Activity

Day 3
Activity

Day 4
Activity

Day 5
Activity

The Day War Came
by Nicola Davies

Hope is the Thing with
Feathers
by Emily Dickinson

CHARACTERS (a haiku for
haiku…and, ahem…twitter)
by Jason Reynolds

The City of My Birth
by Karl Nova

Ode to Teachers
by Pat Mora

As well as independent reading, this week your reading has a poetry focus (you can find copies of all of the poems here). Think about the following
questions when you are reading each poem:
●
Is there anything you've just read which reminds you of something that has happened to you, or someone you know?
●
Is there anything you've just read which reminds you of something you've read/ seen on TV or online / a song/ a play/ a show? Why? How?
●
What questions would you like to ask the poet? Which of the five poems is your favourite? Why?
Later in the week, you will write
a recount about an experience
(in diary form, if you wish - e.g. a
journey/ treatment on arrival)
from the point of view of a
refugee in one of the source
materials you use this week.
First, watch the following music
video for Elton John’s Rocket
Man

Writing

Then, make notes on the ‘real
life’ journey of the main
character and his experiences.
What does he do? How does
he feel? What might he be
thinking?

Read the article All About
refugees from The Week Junior.
Make notes on the article to
include in your recount. You
might want to add them to the
planning format below if that
will help you structure your
work. You could write your own
plan if you don’t want to print it.
Remember to consider how you
will structure your recount.
You might choose to write
about an imagined journey
taken by a refugee, based
upon a combination of the
video, The Day War Came and
the article.

Write your recount – which
could be a diary entry - about
one aspect of your character’s
experience (e.g. a journey/
treatment on arrival).
You could rewrite The Day War
Came as a recount or expand
on Bitu’s or Muhammad’s
stories.
Write at least three paragraphs
to describe your character’s
experience and feelings.
Use the word bank to help you
with key vocabulary.

Remember to describe settings/
characters; and the feelings/
thoughts of your main
character.

Spelling

Look at the Year 5 and 6 spelling list below.
Choose 5 spellings to practise from this list. Use the ways from school that help you remember best.
You can ask someone at home to test you.

Improve (revise and edit) your
recount. You might wish to
consider the following ways to
improve your piece:
Use a range of sentence
openers/ sentence structures.
Use conjunctions to add detail
to your sentences.
As.../ When…/ While…
Describe settings/ feelings by
using bold vocabulary
Challenge – use figurative
language (simile/ metaphor/
personification)
Proofread your work for
accuracy.

Write a poem inspired by the
Rocket Man video or anything
else you have read this week.
You could write it in the style of
one of the poems you have
read this week.

Day 1/2 Writing: Optional planning format
Who are you
writing for?
(Audience)
Why are you
writing?
(Purpose)

Detail
Grid

Fact / Description

Intro

G
S
V
🡪 First,
Detail
Detail
Detail
🡪 Then,
Detail
Detail
Detail
🡪Finally,
Detail
Detail
Detail
🡪
All
in
all,

V
S
G

Thinking/Feeling

Explain Why

Day 3 Writing: Word bank

Key Vocabulary
refugee
lonely
isolated
home
ruins
unknown

Sentence Starters
sorrow
shelter
travel
journey
destroyed
escape

As I continued my journey, …
When I waved farewell to my
dearest friends, …
Destroyed, downcast,
disheartened: I was leaving…
Racing towards my only hope, …
Whilst a waterfall of tears poured…
I knew I had to do this; I had to be
brave for...

Day 4 Writing: Improving (revising and editing) writing
Use the below examples, or come up with your own to improve your recount.
1. Use a range of sentence openers/ sentence structures.
2. Use conjunctions to add detail to your sentences.
As... / When…/ While…
3. Describe settings/ feelings by using bold vocabulary
Challenge – use figurative language (simile/ metaphor/ personification)
4. Proofread your work for accuracy.

